
QNoQText OpText Marks
1 Most Research starts with Index

Research Proposal
Hypothesis Correct
Research Plan

2 Engineering Research should be based on Industry based testing Correct
Survey of clients
Environmental issues
Social problems

3 Research is not complete till Thesis is submitted
Results have been
presented publicly

Correct

Supervisor has
consented
Synopsis is completed

4 Conclusions from research have to be substantiated from Multiple
investigations

Correct

At least one
investigation
By Simulation
By Experimenting

5 The largest international engineering agreement on a common
code of ethics is

Engineering ethics
declaration
Commonwealth
Declaration
Washington Accord Correct
Sydney Accord

6 Research results and conclusions are valid only if they are
substantiated through

Experimental standard
tests
Numerical simulation
Logic and
mathematics
At least two of these
methods

Correct

7 Research can be undertaken successfully to impact society and
humanity only if

Laboratory
experiments at UG
have been undertaken
thoroughly
Calculations and
theoretical framework
have been done
thoroughly
Undergraduate
projects have a
research component



All of these Correct
8 Thesis writing is mainly about Research writing

format and
referencing
Statistical analysis,
result validation,
referencing and clear
conclusions

Correct

Developing a new
method
Establishing the
research gap

9 The most essential process of research for its application in real
life is

Peer review of
research outcome for
its fail safe quality

Correct

Understanding basic
principles of the
domain
Referencing existing
material
Cost effective
outcomes

10 One of the major outcomes of research is to Establishing the
Research Gap
Contribute New
Knowledge to the
domain through
rigorous peer review

Correct

Write the References
Compare the results
with current ones

11 Publication is necessary in research in order to Contribute New
Knowledge to existing
domain

Peer Review of
outcomes
Establish that current
knowledge has been
reviewed
All of these Correct

12 Reference of a paper in another published paper is called Reference
Impact Factor
Citation Correct
Patent



13 Impact Factor is the Highest Number of
Citation of a paper in
a year
Yearly average of
number of citations
per paper published in
the journal

Correct

Scopus Journal rank
None of these

14 Keyword in a research paper should Not include trade
names

Correct

Be very specific and
not general
Have highly technical
terms from the paper
Have all the acronyms
from the paper

15 Research Proposal should primarily convince the Reviewers
that

Proposed utilization
of funds will be done
Supervisor has set the
right research
question
Research Method will
lead to solution with
enough scientific
rigour

Correct

Research will be
completed within time
limit

16 Major component of a Research Proposal is Project Title
Summary and
description
Budget
All of these Correct

17 For experimental tools to be used, researchers must ensure Tools are properly
calibrated

Correct

Data acquisition is
available
Statistical Analysis is
done
Numerical Analysis is
done

18 One dimensional measurement can be represented by a Line graph or a
scatter plot



Histogram where
standard deviation
from mean shows
variance

Correct

Parabolic curves
All of these

19 A brief summary of a research paper is called Summary
Conclusions
Abstract Correct
Synopsis

20 Unethical borrowing of details is called Unauthorised Content
Unreferenced Content
Unethical Practice
Plagiarism Correct

21 Find the missing Number in the series 218, 435,869,
……,3473

1727

1737 Correct
1637
1638

22 In Numerical Modelling, it is important to define Boundary conditions
Surrounding media
and its properties
Discretized area
All of these Correct

23 While comparing results a simple technique is to reduce the
RMS error which stands for

Root Mean Squared Correct

Relative Mean Square
Relational Minimum
Size
Root Mean Series

24 Conclusions and research outcomes come under doubt when Literature review
summary is not given
Specific conclusions
are not mentioned in
abstract
Statistical and error
analysis are not done
properly

Correct

Future scope is not
included

25 Submission of Patent must be done Along with paper
publication
After paper
publication



Before submission of
any publication

Correct

With declaration in
newspaper

26 The Design or structure of Research Method proposed should
be

Logically rigorous

Internally consistent
and Mathematically
correct
None of these
All of these Correct

27 Performance Validation of Engineering Research Problem is Qualitative : As the
essence of data and
the perceived
outcomes are
important

Quantitative: As it has
to demonstrate the
measure of outcomes
vs the objectives and
establish that the
outcome can be
applied to domains
broader than the
chosen example

Correct

None of these
All of these

28 A Sampling is A representation of a
population suited in
terms of cost and time

Correct

Done to substitute
experimentation
Always taken as 5%
of population
Error proof method
of research

29 In an experimental research method, the independent variable
is

Changed as compared
to being constant in
control group

Correct

Kept constant in both
experimental and
control groups



Both Changed as
compared to being
constant in control
group and Kept
constant in both
experimental and
control groups
None of these

30 Which of following should not be included while writing
references in a research paper

Authors

Title
All of these
Details of publication

31 Bibliography includes Only the papers
referred by author
All the material
related to the theme
such as reference
books and papers

Correct

Only text books
referred by author
Only papers written
by the author

32 In steps of Research Process, which is the next step after
Literature Review and Forming the Hypothesis

Research Paper

Collection of data
Research Design Correct
Experimentation and
Analysis

33 Conclusions should Be confined to those
justified by result
analysis of research

Correct

Include those that are
defined in theoretical
principles
Include explanation of
theoretical
background
None of these

34 Experimental research often needs Scaling tools
Prototype testing
Validation with
mathematical model
All of these Correct

Cancelled 
Question



35 Qualitative research method is mostly used for Marketing and
Business analysis

Correct

Engineering outcomes
Coding and Data
Interpretation
Measuring
Experimental errors

36 Result Analysis can be showed as Graphical Maps
Tabular values
Interpretation and
Trend observed in the
Graphical and Data
mapping

Correct

None of these
37 Standard Deviation is a measure used in Standard Data

Collection Method
Theoretical Solutions
Equation solver
Statistical Method of
Analysis

Correct

38 Regression Analysis is used to Find results from
graphs
Create data mapping
Determine statistical
relation between two
variables

Correct

None of these
39 Chi square test is A statistical measure

for sampling analysis
Correct

A numerical method
Derived equation
Comparison of two
values

40 Research findings can be used only when they are followed up
with

Interpretations of
results

Correct

All experimental
results are tabulated
as they are obtained
All results are charted
graphically



All experimental
results are tabulated
as they are obtained
and All results are
charted graphically

41 The important components of Thesis writing are Research Plan and
References
Logical analysis and
interpretation of
results
None of these
Both Research Plan
and References and
Logical analysis and
interpretation of
results

Correct

42 Research Proposal and Research Paper are distinguished by Significant outcomes
Budgetary provision Correct
Literature Review
Research Design

43 Inductive Reasoning is aimed at testing New theory emerging
from the data and
results

Correct

Existing theory
Enhancement in
current theory
None of these

44 Research related to abstract ideas is Quantitative research
Theoretical research
Empirical research
Qualitative research Correct

45 Validation using different methods is necessary as Repeated
experimental work
may not be possible
There is no prior
work resembling it
Theoretical
framework may be
too simplistic
All of these Correct

46 While reading literature critically you should list Positive and negative
impact of paper

Correct

Describe the entire
research methodology



Describe whether
references are
adequate
Write a summary of
the paper

47 Literature Review is mainly aimed at Understanding the
concepts
Learning about new
findings
Finding Research GapCorrect
Learning New
Techniques

48 Engineering Standards are provided to Experimental
technique
Requirement
specifications
None of these
Both Experimental
technique and
Requirement
specifications

Correct

49 Research Papers should preferably be published in Peer reviewed
standard ranked
journals

Correct

On line open end
journals
Conference abstracts
All of the these

50 Patent is characterized by Sponsoring agency
Current scenario in
field
Patent Number,
patent code and
authors

Correct

Prior art
51 In a salient pole synchronous motor, the developed reluctance

torque attains the maximum value when the load angle in
electrical degrees is

0

45 Correct
60
90

52 Two wattmeter method is used for measurement of power in a
balanced three-phase load supplied from a balanced three-
phase system. If one of the wattmeters reads half of the other
(both positive), then the power factor of the load is

0.532



0.632
0.707
0.866 Correct

53 Consider a lossy transmission line with V1and V2 as the
sending and receiving end voltages, respectively. Z and X are
the series impedance and reactance of the line, respectively.
The steady-state stability limit for the transmission line will be

Correct

54 A-1, B-2, C-3

A-2,B-1,C-3
A-3,B-2,C-1 Correct
A-3,B-1,C-2

55 A 1000 X 1000 bus admittance matrix for an electric power
system has 8000 non zero elements. The minimum number of
branches (transmission lines and transformers) in this power
system are

7000

3500 Correct
4000
3000

56 For the power semiconductor devices IGBT, MOSFET, diode
and thyristor , which of the following statements is true?

All the four are
majority carrier
devices

All the four are
minority carrier
devices
IGBT and MOSFET
are majority carrier
devices and other two
are minority carrier
devices
MOSFET is majority
carrier devices
whereas other three
are minority carrier
devices

Correct



57 The following measurements are obtained on a single phase
load: V = 220 V ± 1 % , I = 5 A ± 1 % and W = 555 W ± 2
%. If the power factor is calculated using these measurements,
the worst case error in the calculated power factor in percent is

1

2
3
4 Correct

58 Let z(t) = x(t) *y(t), where * denotes the convolution. Let c be
a positive real valued constant. Choose the correct expression
for z(ct).

c· x(ct) *y(ct) Correct

x(ct) *y(ct)
c· x(ct) *y(t)
c· x(t) *y(ct)

59 A 10 bus power system consists of four generator buses
indexed at G1, G2, G3 and G4 and six load buses indexed as
L1,L2,L3,L4,L5 and L6. The generator bus G1 is considered
as slack bus and load buses L3 and L4 are voltage controlled
buses. The generator bus G2 can not supply the required
reactive power demand and hence it is operating at its
maximum reactive power limit. The number of nonlinear
equations required to be solved using the NR method is

14 Correct

15
18
16

60 2200 W Correct

4400 W

61 A 4-pole induction machine is operating as induction
generator. The generator supply frequency is 60 Hz. The rotor
current frequency is 5 Hz. The mechanical speed of the rotor
in rpm is

1350

1650
1950 Correct
2250

62 A solid iron cylinder is placed in a region containing a uniform
magnetic field such that the cylinder axis is parallel to the
magnetic field direction. The magnetic field lines inside the
cylinder will

bend closer to the
cylinder axis

Correct

bend farther away
from the axis
remain uniform as
before



cease to exist inside
the cylinder

63 300

250 Correct
350
225

64 -π/2 and π/2

-π/2 and 0
π and 0 Correct
π/2 and 0

65 W1=1732 and
W2=W3=0

W1=0, W2=1732 and
W3=0
W1=866, W2=0,
W3=866
W1=W2=0 and
W3=1732

Correct

66 Correct

67 The bridge method used for the measurement of mutual
inductance is

Heaviside Campbell
bridge

Correct



Schering bridge
De Sauty bridge
Wein bridge

68 RB = RA

RB = RA =0
RB = RA + 1
RB = RA/ (1 + RA) Correct

69 In a constant V/f induction motor drive, the slip at the
maximum torque

is directly
proportional to the
synchronous speed
remains constant with
respect to the
synchronous speed
has an inverse relation
with the synchronous
speed

Correct

has no relation with
the synchronous
speed

70 2.5

2 Correct
8
4

71 For enhancing the power transmission along EHV transmission
line, the most preferred method is to connect a

Series inductive
compensator in the
line
Shunt inductive
compensator at the
receiving end
Series capacitive
compensator in the
line

Correct

Shunt capacitive
compensator at the
sending end



72 Consider a system consisting of a synchronous generator
working at a lagging power factor, a synchronous motor
working at an overexcited condition and a directly grid-
connected induction generator. Consider capacitive VAr to be
a source and inductive VAr to be a sink of reactive power.
Which one of the following statements is TRUE?

Synchronous motor
and synchronous
generator are sources
and induction
generator is a sink of
reactive power

Correct

Synchronous motor
and induction
generator are sources
and synchronous
generator is a sink of
reactive power
Synchronous motor is
a source and
induction generator
and synchronous
generator are sinks of
reactive power
All are sources of
reactive power

73 A 4-pole, lap-connected, separately excited dc motor is
drawing a steady current of 40 A while running at 600 rpm. A
good approximation for the wave shape of the current in an
armature conductor of the motor is given by

Correct

74 An ideal transformer has an inductive load at the secondary
terminals having inductance L. The transformer turns ratio is
n:1 (Primary:Secondary). The equivalent inductance at the
primary terminals is

nL

n2L Correct
n/L
n2/L

75 1

2 Correct
0



3
76 1.8

3
2 Correct
10

77 VAB leads Vab by 60º

VAB lags Vab by 60º
VAB leads Vab by 30º
VAB lags Vab by 30º Correct

78 A single-phase full-bridge voltage source inverter (VSI) is fed
from a 300 V battery. A pulse of 120o duration is used to
trigger the appropriate devices in each half-cycle. The rms
value of the fundamental component of the output voltage, in
volts, is

234 Correct

245
300
331

79 1 Correct

2.2
0
0.707

80 R1 and R2

R2 and R6
R2 and R5



R1 and R6 Correct
81 The surge impedance of a 400 kV transmission line is 400

ohms. The sending end voltage is maintained at 400 kV. To
maintain a voltage of 400 kV at the receiving end, when the
line is delivering 300 MW load, the shunt compensation
required is

capacitive

inductive Correct
resistive
no compensation

82 When a bipolar junction transistor is operating in the saturation
mode, which one of the following statements is TRUE about
the state of its collector-base (CB) and the base-emitter (BE)
junctions?

The CB junction is
forward biased and
the BE junction is
reverse biased
The CB junction is
reverse biased and the
BE junction is
forward biased.
Both the CB and BE
junctions are forward
biased

Correct

Both the CB and BE
junctions are reverse
biased.

83 Two identical coupled inductors are connected in series. The
measured inductances for the two possible series connections
are 380 µH and 240 µH . Their mutual inductance in µH is

35 Correct

40
60
70

84 Which of the following statements, for phase sequence of
harmonics in a 3-phase balanced system with phase sequence
as ABC, is true?

For all triplen
harmonics, the phase
angle difference
between any two
phases (of respective
harmonic only) is
zero.

Correct

All odd harmonics
except triplen
harmonics have phase
sequence ABC.
All even harmonics
except triplen
harmonics have
negative phase
sequence ACB



For odd triplen
harmonics only, the
phase angle difference
between any two
phases (of respective
harmonic only) is
zero.

85 A pure inductor is connected to an ac supply through a
thyristor. If triggering angle of thyristor is 120°, the extinction
angle in degree will be

210

240 Correct
200
180

86 Which of the following statements, regarding the harmonics in
power systems, is false?

The transformer core
can be in saturation
condition while
operating above
power rating or above
rated voltage
If the transformer
primary is delta
connected, it helps to
keep the secondary
output voltage
waveform with a
reasonable sinusoidal
waveform.

The thyristor based
HVDC converters
acts as a harmonic
voltage source on AC
side and harmonic
current source on the
DC side (on the DC
side the current is
constant and not
sinusoidal).

Correct

The magnetizing
current of a
transformer with an
ideal lossless core (no
hysteresis loss) which
is operating in the
saturation, is non-
sinusoidal.



87 10

9.3
6.2 Correct
6.66

88 10 µs

50 µs
100 µs Correct
200 µs

89 Two systems with impulse responses h1 (t) and h2 (t) are
connected in cascade. Then the overall impulse response of the
cascaded system is given by

product of h1(t) and
h2(t)

sum of h1(t) and h2(t)
convolution of h1(t)
and h2(t)

Correct

subtraction of h1(t)
and h2(t)

90

Correct

91



Correct
92 -15 V

-0.7 V Correct
+0.7 V
+15 V

93 The typical ratio of latching current to holding current in a 20
A thyristor is

5

2 Correct

1
0.5

94 Circuit turn-off time of an SCR is defined as the time taken by the SCR
turn to be off
required for the SCR
current to become
zero
for which the SCR is
reverse biased by the
commutation circuit

Correct

for which the SCR is
reverse biased to
reduce its current
below the holding
current

95 step down chopper
(buck converter)

Correct

half-wave rectifier
step-up chopper
(boost converter)
full-wave rectifier

96 A 3-phase voltage source inverter is operated in 180°
conduction mode. Which one of the following statements is
true ?

Both pole-voltage and
line-voltage will have
3rd harmonic
components



Pole-voltage will have
3rd harmonic
component but line-
voltage will be free
from 3rd harmonic
Line-voltage will have
3rd harmonic
component but pole-
voltage will be free
from 3rd harmonic

Both pole-voltage and
line-voltage will be
free from 3rd
harmonic components

Correct

97 A single phase full-wave half-controlled bridge converter feeds
an inductive load.The two SCRs in the converter are
connected to a common DC bus. The converter has to have a
freewheeling diode

because the converter
inherently does not
provide for free-
wheeling
because the converter
does not provide for
free-wheeling for high
values of triggering
angles

Correct

or else the free-
wheeling action of the
converter will cause
shorting of the AC
supply
or else if a gate pulse
to one of the SCRs is
missed, it will
subsequently cause a
high load current in
the other SCR.

98 The conduction loss versus device current characteristic of a
power MOSFET is best approximated by

a parabola Correct

a straight line
a rectangular
hyperbola
an exponentially
decaying function



99 125 and 125

125 and 250 Correct
250 and 125
250 and 250

100 input impedance
increases and output
impedance decreases

Correct

input impedance
increases and output
impedance also
increases
input impedance
decreases and output
impedance also
decreases.
input impedance
decreases and output
impedance increases


